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Singapore, 6th January  2021. 
 
MineSec agreed on a strategic partnership with Bindo Labs, a leading payment services 
provider in Asia. 
 
 
Bindo Labs is one of the leading payment services providers in Asia. They offer a 
comprehensive portfolio of payment solutions for retails and restaurants. As part of their 
strategy, they aim to be at the forefront of payment solutions and offer more flexible services 
to their clients. Therefore, they decided to use MineSec white-label SoftPOS solution. This 
strategic agreement states that they will start a trial using MineSec turnkey technology and 
roll-out in 2021 their first Bindo Labs branded SoftPOS solution.  
 
MineSec is thrilled with this agreement as it again validates our company vision. It is another 
milestone reached and confirms that our SoftPOS solution answers the needs of our 
customers. 
 
MineSec designed a unique white-label SoftPOS solution which comprises MineHades, the 
client SDK, and MineZeus, the attestation and monitoring server. Our solution enables 
payment terminal providers and service providers to design and develop a PCI CPoC compliant 
SoftPOS under their brand. 
 
With the mission of providing a more secure mobile accepting technology, MineSec 
understands perfectly the needs and challenges of the emerging SoftPOS solution. MineSec 
is the world's first white-label CPoC SoftPOS solution. This real white-label solution is designed 
to fulfill both the security and functional requirements set by PCI and card networks. PCI CPoC 
is just the beginning, the solution will be upgraded to support software-based PIN entry for 
the needs in some countries as well upcoming new standard of CPoC + PIN. More information 
will be provided in due course. 
 
MineSec thanks Bindo's team for their trust. Stay tuned for upcoming news in this space and, 
if you want to know more about MineSec and how we can help you streamline the launch of 
SoftPOS services, contact us here. 
 


